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The problem of optimal linear estimation for continuous time processes is investigated. The signal and 
observation processes are solutions of a linear system. The optimal filter is given by recursive equations 
which reduce to the classical Kalman-Bucy equations when the system is driven by independent white 
noises. The filter is defined by a left innovations process. Solutions to the prediction and smoothing 
problems are obtained. The assumptions concerning the errors allow to consider models with infinite 
variance. 
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1. Introduction and the model 
The linear estimation theory of stochastic processes with finite second moments has 
been successfully applied for many years. There are however many phenomena 
which exhibit long-tailed distributions and thus seem to violate the requirement of 
finite second moments. The aim of this paper is to derive the optimal linear estimates 
for linear system where the assumptions concerning errors allow us to also consider 
models with infinite variance. As far as we know the first contribution in this direction 
is a paper by Stuck [ 4] who considered the discrete time case with white stable 
driving noises. Here the signal process X and the observation process Yare given 
by the linear equations 
X,=X0 + L a(s)X,ds+ L b(s)dM., (1) 
Y, = Y0 + L A(s)X, ds+ L B(s) dN., (2) 
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0,;;; t,;;; T. The coefficients a, b, A, B and B-1 ( = 1/ B, B is nonvanishing) are bounded 
measurable functions of (0, T] into IR. The processes M and N are ca.dlag semi-
martingales such that M 0 = N 0 = 0 a.s. 
Equations (1) and (2) have unique solutions X= (X,; t;;;. 0) and Y = ( Y,; t;;;. 0). 
We assume that the cadlag semimartingales X and Y represent the unobservable 
input process and the observable output process, respectively. The problem is to 
compute for any 0,;;; t,;;; T, a 'good' estimate of X, based on the observation ( Y.; 0,;;; 
s,;;; t). We consider only linear estimates of the form 
f· Y, = r f(s) d Y. = f(O) Y0 + f, f(s) d Y •. 
J[O,I] 0 
(3) 
Note that the stochastic integral in (3) is well defined at least for every bounded 
measurable function f. For the simplicity of notation we shall frequently omit the 
functions' arguments writing aX or aX, instead of a(t)X,. We shall also prefer to 
write J~fdY instead of J~f(s) dY •. For all s;;o t;;.O we have 
X.= w.( W~1X,+ r W- 1bdM) (4) 
where 
w. = exp(f a dr ). (5) 
Also, when the stochastic integrals involved are well defined, using (1)-(3) and 
integrating by parts we obtain 
that is 
f· Y, =f(O)Yo+ LfAW( Xo+ L w-i b dM) dr+ LfB dN 
=I fA w dr Xo+ f(O) Yo+ (J: fA w dr )(J: w-ib dM) 
-I: (LfAWdr) w- 1bdM+ J:fBdN, 
f· Y, =I: fA W dr X 0 + f(O) Y0 
+I: (ffAWdr) W- 1bdM+ I:fBdN. 
Similarly, setting 
Z(s,t)=l+ r (a-fA)WdrW,;- 1, 
(6) 
(7) 
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we get 
X,-J· Y, = Z(O, t)X0 - f(O) Y 0 + f Z( ·, t)b dM-f fB dN. (8) 
Notice that Z depends on f and is deterministic. 
Obviously we intend to say that the linear estimate J- Y, is 'good' when the right 
hand side in (8) is 'small' with an appropriate meaning of 'small'. A typical case is 
that when the variance in (8) is finite and hence can be used as the optimality 
criterion. This leads to the classical Kalman-Bucy filter e.g. when (X0 , Y0 ) and 
(M, N) are independent, (X0 , Y0 ) is Gaussian and M, N are independent Wiener 
processes. Here are intention is to cover the cases when the variance in (8) is infinite. 
So in order to fix a reasonable framework for the filtering problem in the general 
model (1)-(2) let us investigate the following example which has been partly 
discussed in [3]. 
Example. We assume that X0 , Y0 , M and N are independent and for some 1 < p:;;:; 2, 
X0 , Y0 are symmetric p-stable random variables, M, N are symmetric p-stable 
processes with homogeneous independent increments or so called p-stable motions. 
Recall that the characteristic function of a symmetric p-stable random variable g 
has the form 
E exp(iug) = exp( -lgl~lujP), u E IR, 
where I giP ;;;. 0 is a scale parameter related to moments of g. For all 0 < r < p we have 
where C(p, r) is a universal constant (cf. e.g. Zolotarev [5]). Notice that in the 
Gaussian case p = 2 the scale parameter is nothing but the standard deviation 
multiplied by 2112. Here we suppose that IXolp, I Yolp are given numbers and, without 
loss of generality, that IM1Ip = IN1IP = 1. The right hand sides in (4) (t = 0), (6) and 
(8) are sums of three different components; a linear combination of the initial 
conditions, a stochastic integral with respect to the noise M of the signal process 
and a stochastic integral with respect to the noise N of the observation process. 
We know that stochastic integrals are well defined for (and only for) functions 
which belong to U = U([O, T], dt). Then for our estimation problem it is natural 
to consider the following set of random variables which contains inputs, outputs 
and estimates 
It is clear that 'W is a linear vector space which can be represented as 'W1 + 'W2 + 'W3 
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where 
are linear subspaces of 'W. Due to independence assumptions each element in 'W 
is a symmetric p-stable random variable. Then it is natural to endow 'W with the 
norm l·lp· We have 
laXo+~¥0 + IT fdM+ IT gdNI: 
=laX0 +~Yoi~+IIT JdMI: +liT gdNI: 
= laiPIXoi~+I~IPI Yol~+ IT IJIP dt+ IT lgiP dt. (9) 
Given a linear vector space I£ endowed with a norm IJ-11, for U E .2, V E I£ we say 
that U is (James) orthogonal to V and we write U .l V, if II U +A VII~ II VII for all 
A E R If I£ is a Hilbert space this defines the usual inner product orthogonality. In 
general, however, this is a nonsymmetric notion, i.e. U .l V does not imply V .l U. 
For subspaces au and 'V of I£, we say that au .l 'V if U .l V for all U E au and V E "ff. 
Moreover for a subspace au of I£ which is closed with respect to 11·11, the metric 
projection onto au associates to any L E I£ the element i E au such that II L- U II ~ 
II L- ill for all U E au which also means that L- i .l au. If I£ is Hilbert space this 
defines the usual orthogonal projection. The mapping L~ i is continuous, bounded, 
but not in general linear. More on the relation between metric projection and James 
orthogonality is explained by Cambanis, Hardin and Weron [1]. 
Using (9) it is easy to see that 'W~o 'W2, 'W3 are closed in 'W with respect to I·IP 
and also, for i,j, k E {1, 2, 3}, i,j -;e k, 
'W; + 'Wj .l 'Wk and 'Wk .l 'W; + 'Wj. 
For p = 2 this corresponds to the usual situation where the initial conditions X 0 , Y0 
and the noises M and N of the signal and observation processes are mutually 
orthogonal in the ordinary sense of the Hilbert space 'W. 
Of course we use I·IP as the optimality criterion for the filtering problem. Defining 
'W i as the subspace of 'W consisting of all estimates, i.e. 
'Wi={f· Y,;fEU}, 
we say that the linear filter X, = j · Y, E 'W i is an optimal linear filter of X, based 
on the observation ( Ys ; 0 :s:; s :s:; t) if 
(10) 
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Obviously in the case p = 2, (10) defines the minimum variance optimality. For 
1 < p,; 2, X, is uniquely defined as the metric projection of X, onto "'f!'{ since the 
following holds. 
Lemma 1. The subspace "'f! ,Y = {f · ~ ;f E U} is closed in "'f! with respect to I·IP. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that there exist constants 0 < c < C (not depending 
on f) such that for any f E U, { ft }1/p IYol~lf(O)IP+c 0 IJIPds 
,; If· ~lp,; { IYol~lf(O)IP + c L IJIP ds r/p. (11) 
Due to (6) and (9) we have 
If· Y,l~ = I L fA W drIP IXol~ + lf(O)IPI Yol~ 
+ L I(J.' JAW dr) w- 1b IP ds+ L lfBIP ds. 
Then, taking into account the boundedness of coefficients in ( 1 )-(2) and applying the 
Holder inequality, we get that the second equality in ( 11) holds for some C> 0. Sim-
ilarly, using the boundedness of 1 B l- 1, we obtain that the first inequality in ( 11) is 
valid with some c>O. D 
This leads to the following approach for filtering in the general model (1 )-(2) 
when we assume only that M and N are cadlag semimartingales starting from zero 
at time t = 0. Here the stochastic integrals are well defined at least for bounded 
measurable functions f of [0, T] into IR. Then it is natural to introduce the linear 
vector space :£ and the linear subspaces :£1 ,:£2 ,:£3 and :£'{ which are defined 
similarly to "'f!, "'f!1 , "'f!2 , "'f!3 with f, g E U replaced by f, g bounded measurable. 
Now for any 1 < p,; 2, we can still define on :£ a real function 11·11 putting 
llaXo+f3Y0 + LT fdM+ LT gdNII 
=(11aXo+f3Yollg+ tTIJIPdt+ tTigiPdtr1P, 
where ll·llo is a norm on the set :£1 • It is easy to see that 11·11 is a norm on :£ and 
that again, with respect to 11-11, for all i,j, k E {1, 2, 3}, i,j -,6 k we have 
:£; + ~ .l ::tk and ::tk .l :£; + ~· 
It will be seen in Theorem 1 that optimality with respect to 11·11 on :£ is well defined 
in terms similar to those in the Example above although the metric projection onto 
:£ '{ cannot in general be defined since :£ '{ is not closed in :£ with respect to 11·11· 
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If one could assert that if for some 1 < p ~ 2 functions in U are integrable with 
respect to M and N then p would appear as a natural choice of parameter to define 
11-11· But then one could think that 'Wand 'W,Y are more appropriate spaces for the 
problem than 5£ and 2t. Let us point out however that a proof similar to the one 
above implies that 'Wt is still closed in 'W with respect to 11-11 and therefore the 
metric projection onto 'W,Y is still well defined, provided IIXo+ f3Yollo~ 1!3111 Yollo 
for all f3 E IR. The last condition means that Y0 _i X 0 • It is then interesting to note 
that here again, as in the Example, the metric projection X, of X, onto wt belongs 
to 2,Y. 
However outside of the Example above where the choice of II aX0 + f3 Y 0 II g = 
laiPIXol~ + lf31PI Yol~ was considered, the norm 11-11 has no clear meaning. So our 
results make sense primarily for stable noises and are stated in the more general 
set up to prepare the ground for possible further appropriate cases, should such 
cases be identified some day. 
2. The optimal filter 
Now we are going to derive the optimal linear filter of X, based on the observation 
( Ys ; 0 ~ s ~ t). Recall that the set of linear estimates is 
2t = {f· Y, ;f- bounded measurable}. 
Definition. We say that the linear filter X,= J. Y, E 2,Y is an optimal linear filter of 
X, based on the observation ( Ys ; 0 ~ s ~ t) if 
IIX,-J- Y,ll~ IIX,-X,II 
for every bounded measurable function f. 
Theorem l. Let the signal process X and the observation process Y be given by equations 
(1) and (2), i.e., 
dX =aX dt+b dM, dY=AXdt+BdN. 
The optimal linear filter X, = J · Y, of X, based on the observation ( Ys ; 0 ~ s ~ t) and 
y( t) = II X,- X, liP are given by the unique solutions of the following equations: 
dX=aX dt+ (sgn A) IAYiq1piBI-q(d Y -AX dt), Xo =iYo, 
y =pay+ lbiP- (p -l)IAB- 1ylq, y(O) = IIX0 - A Yo liP, 
where q = p/(p -1) and A is given by 
IIXo- AYoll = inf IIXo- A Yoll· 
A 
Proof. It follows from (8) that for every bounded measurable function f, 
II X,- f· Y,IIP = IIZ(O, t)Xo- f(O) YoiiP +LIZ(·, t)biP dr+ L lfBIP dr. 
(12) 
(13) 
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Also for any absolutely continuous function y, 
y(t) =Y(t) I Z(t, t) IP=y(O) I Z(O, t) IP+ J: I Z( ·, t) IP(y-pay) dr 
+ P L y(sgn Z( ·, t))IZ(-, t)ip-IAJ dr. 
Consequently for all f and y, 
IIX,-f· Y,IIP-y(t) 
= IIZ(O, t)Xo-f(O) Yo liP- y(O) I Z(O, t) IP 
+LIZ(·, t)IP(-y+pay+lb!P-(p-l)!AB- 1yiq) dr 
+ L (IBIPIJIP- py(sgn Z( ·, t))!Z( ·, t)ip-!Af 
+ (p -l)IZ( ·, t)IPIAB- 1yiq) dr. 
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with q =pI ( p -1). The second integral in the right hand side above is positive and 
is equal to zero if and only iff= (sgn A)Z( ·, t) IAylq/piBI-q a.e. on [0, t]. The first is 
equal to zero if y satisfies (13) with arbitrary y( 0). Therefore, with such y and 
{ 
(sgn A(s)) exp(f F(r) dr) !A(s)y(s)iq/p!B(s)i-q, 
](s,t)= (f' ) 
exp 
0 
F(r) dr A 
0< s~ t, 
s =0, 
where A is such that 





Moreover, for arbitrary f we have 
II X,-f Y, liP -y(t) ~ IIZ(O, t)Xo-f(O) Yo liP -y(O) I Z(O, t) IP. 
This proves that the filter X,= f· Y, with y(O) = IIXo- A Y0 IIP is optimal and that 
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Note that the function J which defines the optimal filter based on the observations 
on [0, t] depends on t. In order to show that the filter X, satisfies (12) we need to 
differentiate J with respect to t. Let 
Then we obtain 
X,= J. Y, = v,A Yo+ v, L v- 1(sgn A)IAylq(piBI-q d y 
which is the unique solution of the equation 
dX = FX dt+ (sgn A)IAylq/piBI-q d Y 
=aX dt+ (sgn A)IAylq/piBI-q(d Y- AX dt), X0 =A Y0 • 
(15) 
(16) 
The existence and uniqueness of solution of (13) is proved in the Appendix. · D 
Remark 1. (i) As it has already been announced in Section 1 we point out that in 
the proof above one can replace "/-bounded measurable" by"! E LP" when stochas-
tic integrals are well defined for functions in LP. Therefore in the case of the Example 
discussed in Section 1, X, is nothing but the metric projection of X, onto 'W,v. 
(ii) Note that with p = 2 equations (12) and (13) reduce to the classical Kalman-
Bucy equations. 
(iii) The equation (12) can also be written in the following form: 
dX =aX dt+(sgn AB- 1)IAB-1 ylq/p ds 
where 
s,=Yo+LB- 1(dY-AXdr), t~o. (17) 
The process s is an analogue of the innovations process where the usual inner 
product orthogonality is replaced by the James orthogonality. In the next section 
we study some properties of s. 
(iv) In the Appendix we investigate the behaviour of the solution y(t) =II X,- X, liP 
of the equation (13) when t goes to infinity assuming that the system coefficients 
are constant. We show that, as for p = 2, the filter is stable. We also show that the 
optimal filter with respect to the norm defined by a, 1 < a .;;: 2, is stable with respect 
to the norm defined by p. Moreover, the ratio of the asymptotic errors is greater 
than p-1 a -log(p-1 a). This allows us to compare the Kalman-Bucy filter with the 
filter optimal for the norm defined by p. 
3. Left innovations 
In this section we study some properties of the process s defined in (17). We call 
s the innovations process because of the analogy to the linear theory of stochastic 
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processes with finite second moments. However, as we mentioned before, the 
orthogonality notion is not symmetric. Therefore in general one can define two 
kinds of innovations, right orthogonal and left orthogonal. A detailed study of 
innovations of stable sequences one may find in Cambanis, Hardin and Weron [1]. 
Here we show that the process e represents left innovations. 
The following sets of random variables will be important: 
y r = { r f ds; f- bounded measurable} and 
J[O.t] 
Y ~~ = {f f ds; f- bounded measurable} . 
]s.t] 
They represent the linear history of the process e. 
Theorem 2. Let the processes X, Y, X and e be defined as before, i.e. by (1), (2), (12) 
and ( 17) respectively. Then for all 0 :s; s < t, 
(a) ::£~ = ::e;, 
(b) ::t~,t j_ ::e;, 
(c) IIJ: f de liP :s; 22 -p J: lfiP dr. 
Proof. To prove (a) it is sufficient to show that for every f there exists g such that 
J- e, = g · Y, 
and vice versa. But since 
using (16) and integrating by parts we find g such that f· e, = g · Y,. If for a given 
g we want to find f we will need to express X in terms of e which can be done 
using (12) and ( 17). Note that (b) will follow if for 0 :s; s < t and every f, 
(IS) 
First we will calculate the left hand side of (18). From (2) and (12) it follows that 
j fde=f(O)Y0 + j'fAB- 1(X-X)dr+f'fdN 
J[O,tJ Jo o 
Moreover, since from (1) and (12) it follows that 
d(X -X)= F(X -X) dt+b dM -G dN, 
where F is given in (14) and 
G = (sgn AB-1)IAB- 1rlq1p, (19) 
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then we also obtain 
X,-X,= v,( X0 -X0 + t V- 1bdM- t v-t GdN), 
with V defined as in (15). This implies that 
where 
f fde=f(O)Ya+f'fAB- 1 Vdr(X0 -X0 ) 
J[O,I] 0 
+ L fAB- 1 v L v- 1 b dM dr 
- LfAB-1 V L v- 1GdNdr+ LfdN 
=I fAB- 1 V dr X 0 + (t(O)- A I fAB- 1 V dr) Y 0 
+I (J.' fAB- 1 V dr) v- 1 b dM 
+I (t-r fAB- 1 v drV- 10) dN 
= t/1(0, t)X0 +(f(O)-At/f(O, t))Y0 
+I t/J(·,t)bdM+ I (f-tjJ(-,t)G)dN 
t/J(s, t) = r fAB- 1 V dr V,;- 1• 
Consequently J- e, E .X and 
II J[O,t/ de r =II t/1(0, t)Xo+ (f(O)- At/1(0, t)) Yo liP 
+I It/!(·, t)biP dr+ I If- t/1( ·, t)GIP dr. (20) 
But it is clear that 
II t/1(0, t)Xo+ (f(O)- At/1(0, t)) Yo liP~ lt/1(0, t)IP IIXo- A Yo liP 
= lt/1(0, t)!Py(O) 
and hence 
= lllo.r] f de II P 
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which means that 2')0 _, 1.l Y0 • Now take O!S:s<t and note that we can write 
II L.,/de r =$s(f)+ rl!/1(-,t)biPdr+ rlf-ljJ(-,t)GIPdr (21) 
where 
while 
cp(r) = 1/J(r, t). 
Now we are going to rewrite $s(f) in a different form using the technique developed 
in the proof of Theorem 1. We have 
y(s)lfP(s)IP=y(O)IIP(O)IP+ J: IIPIPydr+ J: yp(sgn1f1)11PIP- 1 ~dr 
and because if;= -fAB- 1 - Fcp we also obtain 
$,(f)= y(s )lcp(s W-f I<PIP.Y dr+ f yplsgn cp lp- 1(JAB- 1 + Fcp) dr 
+ f lcpbiP dr+ f If- cpGIP dr 
= y(s)lcp(s W + f I <PIP( -.Y + lbiP +pay) dr 
+ f (If- cpGIP + yp(sgn cp )lcplp-t 
x (JAB- 1 -IAB- 1Iqh,lq/p<P )) dr 
= y(s)lcp(s)IP + f I <PIP( -.Y + lbiP +pay- (p-1) IAB- 1YI q) dr 
+ f (If- cpGIP + yp(sgn cp )lcplp-t AB- 1(!- cpG) 
+ (p -l)IAB-1 Yiqi<PIP) .dr. 
Consequently, because cp(s) = 1/J(s, t) and the function under the second integral is 
positive and equal to zero when f = 0 almost everywhere (see ( 19)) it follows that 
$,(!) ~ y(s)l!/l(s, t)IP = $s(O). (22) 
Now going back to (21) we see that 
lllo.r/ de r ~ $,(0) + r II/I(.' t)biP dr+ r If-!/!(.' t)GIP dr 
= 11 L.,/~]s.t]de r = 11 L.,/de r (23) 
which finishes the proof of (18) and of (b). 
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In order to prove (c) first notice that due to equalities in (22)-(23), 
a II L.rJ f ds II PI as 
= y(s)lt/J(s, t)IP + y(s)p(sgn t/f(s, t))lt/f(s, t)IP- 1at/f(s, t)jas 
-lt/J(s, t)b(s )IP -1/(s)- t/f(s, t)G(s )IP = -df(s, t) 
where 
df(s, t) = 1/(s)- t/f(s, t)G(s)IP + p(sgn t/f(s, t)G(s))ltf!(s, t)G(s)lp-If(s) 
-lt/J(s, t)G(s)IP. 
But for all x, y E IR, 
lx-YIP+ p(sgn Y )IYip-I x -lyiP,:;; 22-plxiP 
and the equality holds for p = 2 (see Kaufmann [2]). Therefore we obtain 
df(s, t),;;22-plf(s)IP 
for all 0,:;; s,:;; t which in turn implies that 
and finishes the proof of the theorem. D 
Remark 2. (i) Again in case of the Example in Section 1 one can replace '/-bounded 
measurable' by '/ E U' in definitions and proofs. 
(ii) Note that (b) is stronger than the usual statement, i.e., 
er- es .i:£:, 
because the orthogonality relation is linear in the second argument, but not in the 
first. 
(iii) For p = 2, dj( s, t) = / 2 ( s) and we have an equality in (c). This corresponds 
to the Hilbert space orthogonality. Moreover, e is then a wide sense Wiener process. 
4. Prediction and smoothing 
Now we are going to consider the problem of estimating Xs given ( Yu; 0,:;; u,:;; t) 
for 0,:;; s, t,:;; T. The optimality criterion is defined as follows. 
Definition. The linear estimate Xs 1, = ]- Y, is called an optimal linear estimate of Xs based 
on the observation ( Yu; 0 ~ u ~ t) if 
for every bounded measurable function f 
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For t = s we recognize the filtering problem solved in Section 2. For t < s and 
t > s we talk about the prediction and smoothing problems, respectively. 
Theorem 3. With the same assumptions and notation as before we have 
(a) Xs11= ws W~ 1 Xt if s ~ t, 
(b) Xslt = (1- p(s, t))Xs + p(s, t)Q(s, t)- 1 J: (sgn A)IA Wlq/piBI-q d Y if s < t and 
b = 0 on [0, t], where 
Q(s, t) = W;- 1 r IAB- 1 Wlq dr, 
8(s, t) = W5 Q(s, t)-pfq, 




while W, X and yare defined in (5), (12) and (13), respectively. Moreover the estimation 
errors are 
IIXs- Xsjrllp =I ws w~tlpy(s) ifs ~ t, 
IIXs- Xslt liP= 11- p(s, t)IPy(s) + lp(s, t)IP8(s, t) if s < t, 
and b = 0 on [0, t]. 
Proof. For s ~ t from (4), the definitions of 11-11 and X, it follows that 
IIXs-!· Y,llp= JJwsW~ 1X,-f· Y,+ r wsw-tbdMr 
=IIWsW~ 1 X,-f· Y,IIP+ riWsW- 1biPdr 
~ IWsW~ 1nx,-X,IIp+ r IWsw-tblp dr 
A ~l A 
and hence Xs1, = Ws W, X,. 
Assume now that s < t and that b = 0 on [0, t]. Therefore 
X -J· Y. =X -J· Y. -f'fdY s I s s 
s 
and integrating by parts we obtain 
r f d Y = U ( s, t )Xs + r fB dN 
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where 
U(s, t)= W~ 1 rfAWdr. 
Consequently also 
and hence we can minimize the right hand side independently on [0, s] and ]s, t] 
intervals. Taking f on [0, s] equal to J (cf. (16)) we obtain 
IJX,-!- Yrllp ~ Jl- U(s, t)JPy(s)+ r IJBIP dr. 
The above inequality shows that now we only need to find f on ]s, t] for which the 
functional 
I(f) = Jl- U(s, t)JPy(s)+ r IJBJP dr 
attains its minimum. Note that since the minimum is smaller than y(s) we can 
assume that U(s, t) ~ 0. Let U(s, t) = p ~ 0, then from the Holder inequality 
1 =I r fBAB- 1 W(pW,)-I drl 




the equality in (28) holds. This proves that for every function/ such that U(s, t) = p 
we have 
where 8(s, t) is defined in (26). Finally, minimizing with respect to p we find that 
the minimum is attained for the function 
](r) = p(s, t)Q(s, t)- 1(sgn A(r))JA(r) W,Jq1PJB(r)J-q, s ~ r~ t, 
where p(s, t) is given in (27). 
The last assertion in the theorem can be easily proved. 0 
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Remark 3. Again in the case of the Example in Section 1 one can replace '!-
bounded measurable' by 'f E LP' and then Xslr is nothing but the metric projection 
of Xs on ::t;. 
Appendix-The filtering error 
We show that for every initial condition y(O) = x ~ 0, the filtering error equation 
y =pay+ lblp- (p -1)IAB-'rlq, (29) 
admits a unique non-negative solution. Recall that (29) must be interpreted as an 
integral equation. 
Lemma 2- For all given x ~ 0, the equation 
y(t)=x+ L (pay+lbiP-(p-l)IAB-'ylq)dr, O~t~T, 
has a unique solution yx and moreover this solution is non-negative. 
(30) 
Proof. For 0 ~ t ~ T let y0 ( t) = x and for n ~ 1 let "Yn (t) be the solution of the linear 
equation 
"Yn(t) =X+ L (p(a -IAB-llql "Yn-llq/p(sgn "Yn-i))yn + lbiP + IAB- 1Yn-llq) dr. 
It is easy to see that if Dn(t) = "Yn(t)- "Yn+ 1(t), n ~ 0, then 
Dn(t) = f FnDn dr+ f Rn dr, 0~ t~ T, 
where 
and 
Rn = IAB-llq(I"Yn-ilq- PI"Yn-llq/p(sgn "Yn-lhn + (p -l)I"Ynlq). 
This implies that 
Dn(t) = exp(L Fn dr) L exp(- f Fn dr) Rn ds. 
The fact that for every (x, y) E IR2, the inequality 
lxlq- plxlq1p(sgn x )y + (p -l)lylq ~ 0, 
holds, implies that Rn~O. Consequently, for all O~t~T and all n~O, Dn(t)= 
"Yn ( t)- "Yn+l ( t) ~ 0. But it is also clear that, for all 0 ~ t ~ T and all n ~ 0, "Yn (t) ~ 0. 
Therefore "Yn (t) converges to some non negative limit y( t) as n ...;. oo for each 0 ~ t ~ T. 
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Using standard arguments we deduce that 'Y satisfies (30). Now suppose that y1 
and y2 are solutions of (30). Note that, since 
we also have 
(p -1)1 'Y2Iq- (p -1)1 'Y1Iq :s;; P(l 'Y2Iq -I 'Y2Iq/p(sgn 'Y2h1) 
= PI'Y2Iq/p(sgn 'Y2)( 'Y2- 'Yt). 
Therefore 
'Yt(t)- yit) = J: pa( 1'1- 'Y2) dr+ J: IAB-!Iq((p -l)I'Y21q- (p -OI'Ytlq) dr 
:s;; L pa( 1'1- 'Y2) dr+ J: IAB-llqPI'Y21q/p(sgn 'Y2)( 1'2- y1) dr 
:s;; L (Ia I+ IAB-IIqi'Y21q/p)PI'Yt- 'Y2I dr. 
But interchanging the roles of y1 and y2 we obtain 
'Y2( t)- 'Yt(t) :s;; J: (Ia I+ IAB-IIql 'YIIq/p)PI'YI- 'Y2I dr. 
Combining these two inequalities we get 
I 'Y1 (t)- 'Y2( t)l :s;; J: (Ia I+ IAB-IIq (I 'Y1Iq/p +I 'Y2Iq1p))pl 'Y1- 'Y2I dr 
for all O~t~T. Finally, from the Gronwall's inequality, we have y1(t)=y2 (t), 
O~t~T. D 
Remark 4. (i) From (29) we get 
yx(t)=exp(L Fxdr)(x+ J: exp( -f Fxdr)(lbiP+IAB-1yxlq)ds), 
where 
Therefore, if x > 0, then we also have 'Yx ( t) > 0 for all t > 0. Moreover, if x ;;;< 0 and 
for some t0 > 0 the integral J~o I biP ds is positive, then 'Yx ( t) > 0 for all t ;;;< t0 • 
(ii) Now assume that x > 0. Then, taking Remark 4(i) into account, ( yx)-q/p is 
well defined and it is easy to check that it satisfies the equation 
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In particular if b = 0 a.e. we get 
p(t)=exp(L -qadr)(x-qfp+ L exp(f qadr)IAB- 1Iqds) 
and therefore 
yx(t) = exp(L pa dr) 
x ( x-q/p + L exp(f qa dr) IAB- 1Iq ds) -p/q (31) 
(iii) Let us compare the filtering errors corresponding to different initial conditions. 
First we observe that if x' > x then, since yx· -yx is continuous and ( yx' -yx)(O) > 0 
we also have yx"(t) > yx(t) for t sufficiently close to zero. Now assume that for 
some t1 > 0, yx' ( t 1) < yx ( t1). Then there also exists some 0 < t0 < t1 such that yx' ( t0 ) = 
yx ( t0 ) = u. This means that ( yx ( t); t ~ t0 ) and ( yx' ( t); t ~ t0 ) are two solutions of 
equation (29) starting from u at time t0 • But by arguments similar to those in the 
proof of Lemma 2 it can be proved that such a solution is unique. Therefore 
yx' (t1) = yx ( t1) which contradicts yx'(t1) < yx ( t1). Finally, if x' > x then yx' ( t) ~ yx ( t) 
for all t > 0. 
Now we shall restrict ourselves to the autonomous case, i.e. a, b, A, B do not 
depend on t. Moreover, we assume that A and b are non zero. We note that the 
algebraic equation 
pay+ lblp = (p -l)IAB-1iilq, (32) 
admits a unique positive solution. Therefore the solution of (29) starting from ')i at 
time t = 0 is constant and equal to ')i. 
We shall prove the following: 
Lemma 3. Let yx be the solution of (29) starting from x ~ 0 at time t = 0. Then 
( i) if 0:;;; x :;;; ')i ( resp. x ~ ')i) yx is monotone non-decreasing ( resp. non-increasing), 
(ii) for all x~O, limHoo yx(t) exists and equals ')i. 
Proof. We note that for x~O, the quantity pax+lbiP-(p-l)IAB-1Iqxq is positive 
or negative according to x < ')i or x > ')i. We also note that yx is differentiable and 
has a continuous derivative -yx given by (29). 
Now let x < ')i. Therefore, taking Remark 4(iii) into account, we have yx(t):;;; ')i 
for all t~O. This implies that ·V(t)~O for all t~O. Similarly one gets that if x> ')i 
then yx(t) ~ ')i and ·V(t):;;; 0 for all t ~ 0. Then assertion (i) holds. Moreover, from 
monotonicity and boundedness it follows that limHoo yx ( t) = y* exists and is 
strictly positive. Hence, lim~->oo ·V ( t) = 0. But we also have lim~->oo ·V ( t) = 
pay*+lbiP -(p-l)IAB-1(y*)q. Finally we get that y* = ')i by the uniqueness of the 
solution of equation (32). 0 
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Remark 5. Note that if b = 0 and x > 0, from (31) we get ( ft )-p/q yx(t)=exp(pat) x-q/p+ 0 exp(qas)IAB-tlqds . (33) 
Therefore if a~O then lim,~oo'Yx(t)=O and if a>O then limHoo'Yx(t)= 
(aq)PiqiAB-11-p. 
Finally let 1 < a ~ 2 and let X, be the linear filter obtained by minimizing II X, -
j- Y, II"' where 11·11"' is the norm on 2 defined as 11-11 with exponent p replaced by 
a. It is clear that X, is given by equations which are the same as those defining X, 
with p replaced by a. Now let 77(t) be the filtering error IIX,-X,IIP of X,. Then 
X0 = X0 , 77(0) = y(O) and 77( t)? y( t), t > 0, since X, is optimal with respect to 11·11-
It is easy to show that 77 satisfies 
(34) 
Hence for t > t0 , 
77(t) = «/f(t)«/f-1(t0 ) 
x( 77(lo)+ L r 1(s)«/f(to)(IAB- 1 yl"'q/p+lbl"')ds) (35) 
where 
Since limHoo y(t) = y and moreover, due to (32), a-IAB- 1 1 qyqfp is negative, there 
exists some t0 > 0 such that for t? s? t0 we have 
«/f(t)«/f-1(s) ~ exp( -8(t- s)) 
for some positive constant 8. Therefore from (35) we deduce that 77 is bounded. 
Now, rewriting (34) as 
we have 
1] = a(a -IAB- 1Iqiiq1p)TJ + aiAB-tlq( yq/p- yq1p)71 
+ IAB-iyl"'q/p + lbl"', 
77(t)=~(t)( y(O)+ L ~- 1 (s)(aiAB- 1 Iq(yq/p_'Yq/p)TJ 
+ IAB-1yl"'q/p + lbl"') ds) 
where ~is defined as «/! before with y replaced by )i. Then it is clear that lim,~oo 77 ( t) = 
ii exists and also 
0 = a(a -IAB-tlqiiq/p)ii + IAB- 1 iil"'q/p + lbl"', 
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which gives 
- - IAB- 1 ifl"q/p+lbl" 
YJ=YJ(a)= a(IAB-llqilq/p_a)' (36) 
Now assume that b = 0 and y(O) = YJ(O) > 0. Then, taking into account 
Remark 5, if a< 0 ( resp. a> 0), replacing in what has just been done a- 1 AB- 1 1 qyqfp 
by a (resp. -aq/p) we still have limt-oo ry(t) =0 (resp. lim,~= ry(t) = (pja) X 
(aq)a- 1 IAB- 1 1-a). Finally let us take a=O. Then, from (33) and (34) we have 
with 
or 






=exp(-a J:t- 1(s)dg(s)) 
= g(t)-a 
TJ ( t) = g ( t)-" ( ')I ( 0) + I AB -i ')I ( 0) I aq / p t) 
from which we get that lim,_.00 YJ(t) = 0. 
Consequently the filter X, is also stable and it seems natural to measure efficiency 
of the optimal filter by the ratio ii (a) I y of the asymptotic errors of X, and X, 
respectively. 
Lemma 4. Assume that A and bare non zero. Let y and r;(a) be given by (32) and 
(34) respectively. Then for every 1 < p, a~ 2, 
y- 1ii(a);. p- 1a -log(p-1a). 
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Proof. Taking the second derivative of i7(a) we find that ii"(a);:;. a-2 i7(a). But 
infa i7(a) = y = i7(p) and hence ii"(a);:;. a-2 -y. Now integrating twice on the interval 
]p, a] we obtain 
i7(a);:;. y(p- 1a -log(p-1a))+ ii'(p)(a- p). 
Considering three cases p = 1, 1 < p < 2 and p = 2 separately we get the final 
conclusion D 
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